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community for their efforts to bring
the Salesian spirit to Stockton and,
especially, to St. Luke’s, which
includes the Vietnamese Center and
community.

Dear Salesian Sisters and Brothers,
Today I visited our Salesian
community in Stockton. At St. Luke’s
parish, we have four Salesians: Fr.
Ramon Zarate, Director and Pastor;
Fr. Paul Tran, in charge of the
Vietnamese community and Center
several miles away;
Fr.
Marc
Rougeau, associate pastor and Fr.
Lorenzo Avelino, associate pastor.
The community treated me to a great
lunch prepared by Fatima, their cook,
and we sat for a few hours sharing
stories and updates on province
news. The community has a healthy
rhythm of apostolic activities, prayer
and fraternal life. The four share a
house which is situated on the
property of the Church and they get
along quite well. I wish to thank the

Our brothers from the Eastern and
New Rochelle Provincial Council
have arrived today for our joint
meetings with our provincial council
from the West.
Tomorrow, while
some of us attend the Trust meetings
at the provincial house and the
Members meeting in Richmond later
in the afternoon, the provincial
council from New Rochelle will meet
for their own council meeting in
Richmond. On Thursday and Friday,
both councils will come together for
our joint meetings. On Thursday, we
will meet in Richmond, at Salesian
College Preparatory and on Friday, at
the Provincial House. In the evening,
we will take the councils out to
dinner. Please pray for the success
of our gatherings.
While we are
different provinces with different
cultures, we are part of the same
family, the Salesian Family. We want
to work together, support each other
and, where possible, work on
common projects.
Many of us
studied back East during our
formation years and had some very
memorable and formative years. We
have continued to bond and
maintain our friendships. We must
continue to dialogue and work
together as Salesians wherever
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possible. Where this is not possible
we respect our differences and
acknowledge
our
cultural
differences. The more united we are
as Salesians, the greater the witness
of Don Bosco’s diverse but united
Family. As one travels throughout
the region and the world, one sees
the Salesian spirit and life lived so
differently.
Yet there are always
common elements that can be
spotted very clearly. Don Bosco had
a gift of respecting the differences of
the young in his care and yet also had
a gift of maintaining a special unity in
the Oratory. We pray for that gift in
our province, especially, in those who
lead.
The Synod 2018 has concluded and
we are still waiting for the English
translation.
I have been able to
peruse through a bit of the Spanish
edition. The document seems very
Salesian in that it stresses the theme
of accompaniment with the young
and discernment to some call of
service.
This is what the
Congregation has called us to at the
last General Chapter and with this
year’s strenna: “Sir, give me this
water,” Let us cultivate the art of
listening and accompaniment.” This
art of listening and accompaniment
was stressed throughout the Synod
document. It challenges us to be
with and for the young. Taking the
story and image of the journey to
Emmaus from St. Luke’s Gospel, the
1

Synod document is divided into
three segments: He walked with
them; They opened their eyes; They
left without delay.
In the 2018
document, the Synod Fathers
stressed the accompaniment of
Christ with his disciples, the issues in
today’s
society
that
present
themselves as we open our eyes,
such as sexual abuse, social media
and all its ramifications, migration,
cultural diversity and a society that is
less
God-centered
and
more
secularized.
We live a world of
compartments where we might
believe that we are disciples of Christ
because we fight for an injustice or
against some life issue but are
blinded to other injustices and lack of
inequalities around us. The young
call us to be holy and people of
integrity. Integrity means living out
the values we profess and ought to
profess, if we are Christians and
followers of Jesus. Young people are
turned off by duplicity and being
dishonest. We pray that as Salesian
leaders we may always be known for
our honesty, humility and integrity.
We may not be perfect (and, young
people are aware of this) but we are
challenged to be honest, vulnerable
and open to growth and change. I
encourage all of us to take the Synod
2018 document and reflect and pray
with it. I believe Pope Francis will
come up with a final document in the
near
future.
This coming Sunday, in Corralitos, at
the Salesian Sisters School, I will be
celebrating a Mass to remember Sr.
Angelita Guzman. The Mass will be
at 11am.
All are invited to
participate
and
remember
Sr. Angelita’s life. As many of you
already know, Sr. Angelita worked in
Watsonville, at St. Francis Seminary,
for many years. She later spent time
in Ipswich where some of us were
novices and returned to Corralitos
before retiring in San Antonio, at the
FMA provincial house.
She also
spent time in Laredo and other
houses in the East.
She is well
known by so many people who
remember he motherly touch, her
love for cooking and baking and her

many prayers for so many of us who
she faithfully followed and kept in
touch either through phone calls or
other means of communication. All
the Salesian Sisters are special to us
but Sr. Angelita had a special place in
the lives of so many of the Salesians,
past pupils and friends of Don Bosco.
Perhaps, her gift was to reach our
hearts through our stomachs. But
Sr. Angelita also had that Salesian
love which touched us at a very
human level. She accompanied us in
ways that gave us joy, strength and
love. She always made us feel very
much at home and part of the family.
But, we also knew that she prayed for
us and challenged us to be holy
Salesians,
whether
consecrated
through vows or through our
Baptism. We loved her and she will
be missed. May she Rest In Peace.

in Richmond where Fr. Harry was also
buried.
Harry was always very
encouraging and endured his many
illnesses with patience and grace. He
was always a man of integrity and
had a great love for the Blessed
Mother and for Don Bosco. May He
continue to pray for us and intercede
for this province he loved so much.
With warm regards and gratitude,

Next Sunday evening, the provincial
council will begin its November
meetings. The meetings will take
place in Berkeley, at Don Bosco Hall.
On November 14th, I will be back at
the Provincial House to attend a
Provincial Finance Advisory meeting.
Then, on the 15th, I am off to
Bellflower for a Members meeting at
St. John Bosco High School. On
Monday, I will attend a Salesian Boys
and Girls Club meeting in Los
Angeles. On the 20th I will fly to
Texas and will spend Thanksgiving
Day and a few extra days with my
family and visit our parish, San Luis
Rey, before flying back to LA on
Monday, 26th and drive up to
Watsonville for a members meeting
at St. Francis High School.
This month we honor our deceased
brothers and sisters. We just buried
Fr. Harry Rasmussen.
We
remembered him for his many
accomplishments and contribution to
the Congregation and the Province.
Let us pray for and to him.
We
remember him especially for his love
for
the
Salesian
Spirit
and
Congregation. Harry touched many
lives. Some beautiful and funny
stories were shared at his funeral
Masses at St. Dominic Savio,
Bellflower and at the Salesian Chapel
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Don Bosco Technical Institute
Open House - November 18
By Karen Krynen
Communications Officer
Don Bosco Technical Institute (Bosco
Tech) will host its Open House for
prospective students and their families
on Sunday, November 18, 2018, from
12 noon to 4 pm.
Middle school students are invited to
tour
the
school’s
extensive
engineering and applied science labs
and participate in Bosco Tech’s
signature
Explore
and
Create
workshops. Offered to boys in grades
6–8, these free sessions allow middle
school students a chance to
experience Bosco Tech’s uniquely
integrated, hands-on STEM education.
Workshop
space
is
limited
New this year is information on the
launch of the school’s Biological,
Medical & Environmental Technology
(BMET) program that starts in Fall
2019. BMET courses will prepare
students for advanced post-secondary
studies in health care, environmental
engineering and biomedical research.
The BMET program joins the school’s
existing
engineering
majors:
Architecture
&
Construction
Engineering (ACE); Computer Science
& Electrical Engineering (CSEE);
Integrated Design, Engineering and
Art (IDEA); Media Arts & Technology
(MAT);
and
Materials
Science,
Engineering & Technology (MSET).

tour extensive lab facilities while
learning about all the school offers,
including
interscholastic
sports,
extracurricular
clubs,
service
organizations and honor societies.”
Shadow tours and details about
financial aid will available during the
event.
Bosco Tech is an all-male Catholic high
school that combines a rigorous
college-preparatory program with a
technology-focused education. The
innovative curriculum allows students
to exceed university admissions
requirements
while
completing
extensive integrated coursework in
one of several applied science and
engineering fields. On Niche.com’s list
of top boys high schools and Catholic
high schools in California and the U.S.,
Bosco Tech boasts a college
acceptance rate of 100 percent, with
the majority of graduates pursuing
STEM-related post-secondary majors
and careers. Visit www.boscotech.edu.
For more information about the Bosco
Tech Open House or to participate in
a workshop, contact:
Director of Admissions John Garcia
Email: jgarcia@boscotech.edu
Phone: (626) 940-2009.

“Open House is a great opportunity
for prospective students to learn more
about Bosco Tech’s reputation as a
premier college-preparatory, STEMfocused high school,” said Bosco Tech
Principal Xavier Jimenez. “Middle
school students and their families can
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St. John Bosco High School
Save a Life - Donate Blood Drive
By SJB News
On November 15th, the Bosco
Community invites you to Save a
Life - Donate Blood.
This year's blood drive will take
place in the MPR on Thursday,
November 15 from 7:30am 2:00pm. Donors will receive their
choice of a Baskin-Robbins ice
cream coupon or a limited edition
t-shirt! Please see attached flyer for
more information.
Please make an appointment by
contacting Mr. John Weinandy,
Christian Service Coordinator, in
Room 322 or through email at
jweinandy@bosco.org.
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Be who you are, be that well,
be a salesian!
!

!

My name is Paige Ebojo. Currently, I am a freshman at Salesian College
Preparatory in Richmond, California. This past June, I graduated from
Saint Patrick School in Rodeo. ! The ﬁrst time I set foot on Salesian
grounds, I was a ﬁrst grader running the 100 meter on the track. !As I got
older, I became more familiar with the Salesian environment. When I
went into middle school, I started thinking about my high school of
choice. ! By the end of my sixth grade year, I knew Salesian College
Preparatory was my number one choice. I was drawn to the sense of
family and community, the strong academic curriculum and extracurricular programs. Salesian also allows me to continue my Catholic
education. Now, as I’m ﬁnishing my third month of school, I am happy I
made the decision to come to Salesian. The college preparatory opportunities have exceeded my
expectations and have truly allowed me to ﬂourish. !Don Bosco believed that the schools’ mission
is to provide education with faith and family, and Salesian has truly done that!
My name is Shania Garcha, and I am a freshman at Salesian College
Preparatory. I attended St. Patrick’s School in Rodeo for middle school. It is
my ﬁrst year at Salesian, and I already feel so close to everyone in the
student body. Everyone at Salesian is eminently kind and welcoming, and
the students create a very diverse environment. I chose Salesian College
Preparatory to prepare me for my future because I knew this school would
allow me to go above and beyond my expectations, and be successful in
terms of my goals. The classes I am able to take allow me to expand my
knowledge in ways I never could before. I feel so grateful to be able to call
myself a Salesian. Although it is only my ﬁrst year here at Salesian, I feel
blessed to be a part of such a thriving community. Our theme for this year,
“Be Happy,, Be Holy,” deﬁnitely seems to ﬁt well for the class of 2022.! I
deﬁnitely enjoy every single one of my classes, and am so excited to start the adventure of high
school, at Salesian College Prep!
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Hello there, my name is Jessica Petrovits. I am a freshman from Salesian
College Preparatory and my experience here is amazing. This school is
greater than words can express. I really enjoy the love that people show
here, the community, my friends and God. I have been at Salesian for two
and a half months, and my experience was a rollercoaster for sure. From
meeting new people and teachers, to transitioning from middle school to
high school, Salesian makes it easy for you. I chose Salesian because it was
a welcoming community, I had friends and family that went there, and they
gave good reviews about it. On 8th grade day, I looked at the school as one
community, building each other up learning about faith, love, and friends.
Ever since then I always wanted to go to Salesian because I knew it was
the right choice to make. Being a Salesian makes me feel like I am a part of
this big family of ours, that we are able to help each other out even in the toughest of times. I have
been able to express what I learned inside of school and relate it back outside of school. I think
Salesian is a great community to be in and I’m sure I made the right choice.
My name is Nicholas Fontanilla and I am a freshman attending Salesian
College Preparatory. My ﬁrst few months here have been incredible. I
really couldn't have chosen a better high school to go to. The ﬁrst few
days at Salesian couldn't have gone any better. All the upperclassmen
welcomed us newcomers with open arms and we made new friendships.
In the ﬁrst week, I knew that this was my home, this is where I belong.
The Salesian community is my family. We are all closely knit together and
everyday we grow closer. We've all helped each other grow as individuals
whether it's academics, socially, physically, and mentally. It really shows
how much we've grown in the past three months. At Salesian you can
never have a bad day when you're around the people that care for you. The
teachers are the nicest and most intelligent people. The students I'm
around can't get better. I am very proud to call myself a Salesian student.

My name is Brett Butson and I came to Salesian from St. Joseph School in
Pinole. I’ve been a freshman at Salesian for at least 3 months now, and
I've had a blast. Due to the welcoming faculty and staff, they taught me
that Don Bosco dedicated his life to help educate children. They carry out
this mission daily. I chose Salesian because both my parents went to
Salesian and wanted me to have the same education they did. And so far,
Salesian has gone beyond my expectations.
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My name is Joseph Reveles, and I am a new teacher of religion at Salesian. Firstly, I would like to
say thank you to all of the students in the Ethics and Christian Testament
classes.! You have been incredibly supportive and patient with your new
instructor. You are all doing fantastically and have learned so much! Well
done. More generally, I think SCP is an amazing community of faith,
academic pursuit, and fellowship. I am met with smiles, warm greetings,
and open minds each day from students, faculty, and staff. Many of my
students are interested to know that I do not have a degree in "ethics" or
"religious studies". In fact, I am trained in biology and philosophy, which
at ﬁrst glance may not seem to take up ethics and Scripture, but in
actuality lend very helpful tools to these studies. I am also very interested
in reﬂecting on how we ought to live, in light of questions like!what is
helpful?, what is right? what is good? Applying to Salesian was a very
easy decision. I was familiar with the Salesian charism, and after meeting
with several members of the community and praying about my next
move, it was clear that SCP was where I wanted to be. It was a wonderful surprise to me that I would
be given this opportunity, and so I am very thankful to everyone who made that possible. I am proud
to be a Salesian educator and hope to be here next year.

Be who you are, be that well, be a salesian!
Be who you are, be that well, be a
salesian!Be who you are, be that well, be
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Vocation Animation
In Our Province
By Fr. John Roche, SDB
Coordinator for Vocations
As we are in the middle of Vocation
Week (November 4-11), it is time to
bring all of you up to date on the
Vocation scene.
Going back to July, we launched a
Province Vocation Team of adults from
our various ministries who are helping
to coordinate various responsibilities in
the Vocation Office. We have met as a
team once each month and will meet
this month on Saturday, 17 November.
The work of this team has generated
many ideas for fund-raising for
candidates, finding assistance for
prospective candidates to attend
various events, and for urging Salesian
Communities to meet monthly to draw
up names for invitation. This group has
also volunteered to assist with retreats,
help with meals, reach out as
welcoming committees, and some are
involved in designing and planning
various retreats. Perhaps the greatest
source of support comes in writing out
hand-written personal notes and card
to the many persons on the vocation
list looking for information about the
Salesians. In a world of emails, texts,
instagrams, twitter, and so many other
forms of social media, the hand-written
letter seems to have a better impact. I
am grateful to these men and women
who give up their time away from their
families to assist in these efforts.
The GIFT Community, an idea I floated
to the Directors and Delegates way
back in 2004, is getting a new fresh
start with the help of some graduates
of St. John Bosco (2013, 2015, 2018)
and one graduate of St. Joseph High
School (2014). The idea behind the
GIFT Community is to network past
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students of our schools and allow them
to encourage each other by continuing
to live their faith and become involved
in helping young people. From this
effort, they are intentionally linking
these persons back to their Salesian
Roots and, on occasion, suggesting
the possibility of Salesian Ministry as a
life choice.
This process takes
patience, but the young adults
involved so far seem enthusiastic
because of their own sense of Salesian
identity.
In September, the Candidates helped
me to generate a list of students at a
table set up for two days at the Club
Carnival at St. John Bosco High
School. We served ice-cream cones on
those hot September days and had
many students left their name and
contact information to learn about the
Salesian Movement. This is all about
planting seeds.
We also held a brunch at De Sales Hall
on the morning of Br. Peter Le’s
Perpetual Profession. We invited over
30 young people from our schools and
parishes hand delivering the invitations
at their sites. From all of the effort, 17
students and alumni appeared and
then went to the Professions Mass. Br.
Peter came by, many Salesians, and Fr.
Ted dropped in to show their support.
In October, I drove to Watsonville to
celebrate the Feast of St. Francis of
Assisi with the students at St. Francis
Preparatory High School. At the peak
of the Kavanaugh hearings, I urged
them to imitate St. Francis by clinging
to Christ and find in him the only real
truth and to proclaim that to their
peers and to society at large. That
received a very good response. I will
follow up this visit by participating in a
KAIROS Retreat with St. Francis later
this month.
Something that has seemed effective
in the past seems to be a valuable tool
for discernment still today. I invited a
prospective candidate to come with
myself and the candidates to the
inductions of the Novices. In the same
way, I led a prospective candidate a
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round in July meeting Salesians in the
Bay Area .From the Induction trip, we
are connected with a young man who
had been recommended by a former
Salesian in Puerto Rico. That young
man has been very active and involved
in youth ministry in his diocese of Salt
Lake City and is now seriously
discerning entrance into Salesian
Formation. And the other young man I
met in July is now one of our
Candidates at De Sales this year.
This week, the Candidates and I will go
to Don Bosco Tech to be part of their
Character Day. I will give a part of the
presentation and then between classes
host a Salesian table, appeal to them
with ice-cream cones again, and then
visit the classrooms for their religion
classes.

This month, Fr. Chinh and Juan Carlos
met to draw up their Salesian Vocation
Plan and has produced not 5or 6
names, but as many as 2000 names to
contact from their many years of
Summer and School time ministry
among the teens. I appreciate that
they took seriously the invitation to
identify young people and get their
information to this office. Now I am
sure I will need a team to reach out to
these many young adults identified at
St. Dominic Savio.

We began with a mass by Fr. Chinh at
Savio, followed by a tour at St. John
Bosco High School, and finished with
welcome by Fr. Kristian then prayers
and a barbecue at De Sales Hall.
Throughout the evening, the boys
went out onto the impressive SJB
football field and had a lot of fun. They
played basketball with Fr. Kristian, and
Fr. John showed them a magic trick. Fr.
Miguel, their sponsor, enthusiastically
agreed that this outing needed to
become
an
annual
event!

Last week, the De Sales Community
and St. Dominic Savio welcomed 20
young people from St. Michael’s
Abbey in Silverado California. They all
belonged to a vocation club and it was
their goal to spend a day with Salesians
and to learn all about their charism and
mission.

As I conclude, I urge all of the Salesian
communities, the CYMs, the Parish
Youth Ministers, and all involved in our
ministries to do all that they can to
invite the young to know Don Bosco
and to be bold enough to suggest the
possibility of a vocation in that family
to their current leaders, past heroes,
and longtime friends.
And please, keep praying for
vocations. Tell the Harvest Master we
need MANY!
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Salesian Saint of November
Blessed Artemide Zatti
By Fr. Mike Mendl, SDB
Salesians of Don Bosco USA East
November 14 marks the memorial
of Bl. Artemide Zatti, SDB
(1880-1951) in the United States,
transferred on account of a conflict
in the U.S. with the higher-ranked
obligatory memorial of St. Frances
Xavier Cabrini (Table of Liturgical
Days, III, 11). In Canada, the
memorial of Bl. Artemide remains
on November 13.
Early life and vocation
Artemide Zatti was born in
Boretto, in the province of Reggio
Emilia, Italy, on October 12, 1880,
to Louis Zatti and Albina Vecchi,
who were farmers. (Through his
mother, Bro. Artemide was related
to Fr. Juan Edmundo Vecchi, eighth
successor of Don Bosco.) From his
earliest years, he was accustomed
to work and sacrifice. By the time
he was nine, he was earning money
as a hired hand.
In 1897 the Zattis, forced by
poverty, emigrated to Argentina to
establish life anew at Bahia Blanca.
They were members of the parish
run by the Salesians, and
Artemide became a helper to the
pastor, Fr. Carlo Cavalli, with whom
he often shared work and prayer.
He felt a desire to become a
Salesian and was accepted as an
aspirant by Bishop Cagliero. When
he was 20, he entered the
community at Bernal. He began
studying in earnest to make up for

his late start. Providence entrusted
him with assisting a young priest
who was ill with tuberculosis, and
who then died in 1902. On the day
when Artemide was to receive his
clerical habit , he too was found to
have contracted the disease. When
he
got
back
to
the
community, Fr. Cavalli sent him to
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the mission hospital in Viedma. Fr.
Evarisio Garrone, with wide
experience in the task, was in
charge of the hospital. Artemide,
along with him, asked and
obtained from Mary Help of
Christians the grace of recovery,
promising to dedicate his entire life
to looking after the sick.
12

Inﬁrmarian and pharmacist
He recovered and kept his
promise. In 1908 he made his
perpetual profession. At first he
looked
after
the
pharmacy
attached to the hospital, where he
learned how Fr. Garrone worked:
only those who could afford to had
to pay. When Fr. Garrone died in
1911, Bro. Artemide took on the
entire responsibility. He was
completely dedicated to the sick.
He earned certification as a nurse.
People sought him out and
admired him. For the personnel at
the hospital, he was not only an
excellent director but, above all, an
excellent
Catholic
layman.
This is how he spent his day: He
rose at 4:30 a.m. He made
meditation and heard Mass with
the community. He made his
rounds to visit all the sick. Then on
bicycle he would head out to visit
the sick around the city. After lunch
he would play an enthusiastic
game of bocce with those who
were recovering. From 2:00 to 6:00
p.m. he would visit those in the
hospital again as well as those
outside. Then until 8:00 p.m. he
would work in the pharmacy. Then
back to the hospital again. Until
11:00 p.m. he would study
medicine, and finally, do some
spiritual reading. Then he would
go to bed, but he was always
available for anyone who called for
help. When Don Bosco was
dreaming of his Salesian brothers,
he certainly wanted them to be
holy like Artemide.
An exemplary Salesian brother
In 1913 Bro. Artemide led the
construction of the new hospital.
To his great disappointment, it was
demolished in 1941 to make room
to build a residence for the bishop
of the newly created diocese of
Viedma.
.
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Loneliness –

Practical Tips to Combat Loneliness (Part 9 - Final)
By Sheila Kun RN, BA, BSN, MS, FCCP
Salesian Cooperator
We have examined and reflected on
Sean D. Sammon, FMS’s webinar on
Intimacy, Loneliness and Solitude for
over 2 months now. I would like to
present his practical advice this week.
This should be the summation of his
excellent presentation.
Ask yourself, Sean said: “Am I a
worthwhile person only insofar as I can
do a full-time job?” OR “Can I be
worthwhile in other different roles
because of the kind of person I am?”
Reflecting on these two questions, I
come to the conclusion that it is easy
to define us by our job. It offers a
deeper examination of my whole
human being if I dare to answer
whether I am a worthwhile person
outside my profession. In my situation,
since I am in a health service
profession, being compassionate and
caring is part of the job. But am I really
caring and compassionate outside my
job? What is the real me? Am I true to
myself all the time? (This is truly a fruit
for thought – I invite all of you to pause
now and answer these questions. It is
a worthwhile exercise!)
Some practical advice from Sean:
1) Remember: loneliness and solitude
are different. To re-capture these two
terms: loneliness is a complex and
usually emotional response to isolation
or lack of companionship. It is not
necessarily about being alone, rather it
is the perception of being alone and
isolation that matters the most.
Solitude, on the other hand, allows us
to be “at home” with ourselves, the

ability to be alone, taking time to know
ourselves and our Lord.

Your home work from the Care Ministry
this week is:

2) Take steps to connect with other
people: you need both a social circle as
well
as
some
close
friends.

Review
Sean’s
incorporate them

3) Work hard to get your sleep. Aim for
at
least
8
hours
of
sleep.

advice
in your

and
life.

The Care Ministry welcomes your
feedback: kunlouis@gmail.com

4) Nurture others – be a mentor.
5) Ask yourself: “What is missing from
my life?” Then do something about it.
(I like this advice a lot – time to take
inventory of what I have done and what
I want to do with my golden years.)
6) See the presence of envy, jealousy,
bitterness in your life as flashing signs
telling you something needs to
change. I think for old folks, this point
might seem to be a challenge. “Can’t
teach old dogs new tricks!” But if we
listen to the scholars and their advice,
this point is well taken. We can change,
we need to adjust and adapt. We need
to say it is okay that I can no longer stay
on an eight hour job. It is okay to say I
need to slow down. It is also okay to
say I am going to take time off to
re-charge of body and soul. Change is
necessary
throughout
our
life.
I hope that you enjoy Sean’s well-articulated points on intimacy, loneliness
and solitude. Personally I have learned
a lot from reviewing his work. I hope
together we can say: “We got this!”
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